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ABSTRACT: Layered two-dimensional (2D) black phosphorus
(BP) exhibits novel semiconducting properties including a tunable
bandgap and high electron mobility. However, the poor stability of
BP in ambient environment severely limits potential for application
in future electronic and optoelectronic devices. While passivation or
encapsulation of BP using inert materials/polymers has emerged as a
plausible solution, a detailed fundamental understanding of BP’s
reaction with oxygen is imperative to rationally advance its use in
applications. Here, we use in situ environmental transmission
electron microscopy to elucidate atomistic structural changes in
mechanically exfoliated few-layered BP during exposure to varying partial pressures of oxygen. An amorphous oxide layer is seen on
the actively etching BP edges, and the thickness of this layer increases with increasing oxygen partial pressure, indicating that
oxidation proceeds via initial formation of amorphous PxOy species which sublime to result in the etching of the BP crystal. We
observe that while few-layered BP is stable under the 80 kV electron beam (e-beam) in vacuum, the lattice oxidizes and degrades at
room temperature in the presence of oxygen only in the region under the e-beam. The oxidative etch rate also increases with
increasing e-beam dosage, suggesting the presence of an energy barrier for the oxidation reaction. Preferential oxidative etching along
the [0 0 1] and [0 0 1] crystallographic directions is observed, in good agreement with density functional theory calculations
showing favorable thermodynamic stability of the oxidized BP (0 0 1) planes compared to the (1 0 0) planes. We expect the
atomistic insights and fundamental understanding obtained here to aid in the development of novel approaches to integrate BP in
future applications.
KEYWORDS: black phosphorus, black phosphorus degradation, oxidation, instability and reaction with oxygen,
in situ environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM), 2D materials

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of graphene in 2004,1 atomically thin two-
dimensional (2D) materials have been extensively researched
for electronic applications. While graphene exhibits the highest
carrier mobility ∼200,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 among all the
discovered 2D materials, the lack of a band gap severely limits
its application in transistors.1 In this context, the layered
allotrope of phosphorus, i.e., black phosphorus (BP, Figure 1a)
with a tunable direct band gap of ∼1.5−2 eV and carrier
mobility of ∼1000 cm2 V−1 s−1 has attracted research interest
as a promising 2D material for transistors powering the next
generation of high speed and low power nanoelectronics.2−12

However, the degradation in electronic properties of BP upon
exposure to ambient atmosphere has been a major impedi-
ment.13−22 A fundamental understanding of the mechanisms
and factors influencing the degradation of BP are hence
imperative to develop mitigation strategies and enable
applications.11,17

The instability of few-layered BP upon exposure to ambient
air was initially reported in 2014 by Castellanos-Gomez et al.7

In a subsequent study, Island et al.17 found the volume of
mechanically exfoliated BP flakes increased by up to ∼200%
when exposed to ambient atmosphere due to water absorption
on the hydrophilic BP surface.17 Subsequent evaporation of the
absorbed water resulted in significant thinning of the BP flakes,
leading to the postulation of a layer-by-layer etching
mechanism.17 Island et al.17 also fabricated field effect
transistors (FET) with BP as the channel material. For short
time scales of ambient exposure, they observed a shift in the
threshold voltage as well as a lower overall conductance and
attributed it to oxygen and nitrogen physisorbtion on to the BP
surface. Longer time scales of ambient exposure resulted in a
strong p-type doping, which was attributed to water
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physiosorbed on the BP surface.17 Wood et al.23 also reported
significant degradation in the electrical properties of BP upon
exposure to ambient air but showed that encapsulating BP with
an ALD-deposited alumina layer allowed for stable electronic
device performance by preventing oxidative degradation. Other
passivation techniques have also been proposed.23−26 Several
studies have since shown that phosphorus oxide species and
phosphoric acid are indeed formed during exposure of BP to
ambient atmosphere and water, respectively.27−34 In addition
to water and oxygen, studies have also focused on the role of
visible and ultraviolet light in the oxidation of BP.11,35−38

Favron et al.39 systematically probed the influence of light,
oxygen, and water on BP degradation in ambient air and
suggested the degradation proceeded via a thickness-depend-
ent, photoassisted reaction with dissolved oxygen in the water
adsorbed on the BP surface.39 Notably, under the same
ambient environment, significantly less oxidation was observed
without illumination,39 in good agreement with other studies
that reported an increase in the oxidation rate in the presence
of light during ambient exposure.35,36,38,40

While light, oxygen, and water have all been shown to
impact the degradative process, the precise role of each
component remains unclear with many contradictory re-
ports.27,28,41 For example, Huang et al.27 observed severe
degradation in electrical performance for BP devices exposed
to aerated water compared to devices exposed to deaerated
water, leading them to conclude that oxygen was primarily
responsible for BP degradation.27 Zhang et al.28 on the other
hand reported formation of PxOy

− ions via oxidation of BP in
both oxygenated and deoxygenated water even without
illumination but found that illumination significantly accel-
erated the reaction especially in oxygenated water.28 Further,
Kuntz et al.41 studied the oxidation of BP flakes upon exposure
to O2, H2O/N2, and H2O/O2 environments and found that
high purity oxygen effectively oxidized the BP surface while
water oxidized pre-existing defects such as steps or edges in the
BP.41 Part of the lack of understanding on the mechanisms of
BP oxidation stems from the inherent ex situ nature of
experiments where decoupling the effects of light, oxygen, and
wate r dur ing ambien t a i r exposure i s nont r i -
vial.11,18,20,21,26,27,30,35−38,40−49

In situ experimental studies on BP have largely been limited
to mechanical properties,50 e-beam induced knock-on
damage,51,52 and thermal stability42,45,53,54 in vacuum. While
these in situ studies detail spectroscopic evidence and present
low magnification transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images, a detailed fundamental understanding of atomistic
structural changes in the BP lattice during oxidation remains
elusive20,21,23,55 and severely limits applications. Here, we aim
to bridge this gap in the scientific literature by using in situ
atomic resolution environmental transmission electron micros-
copy (ETEM) to develop a detailed fundamental under-
standing of the structural changes in BP during the reaction
with oxygen.

Figure 1. Characterizing mechanically exfoliated few-layered BP. (a)
Atomic model of BP along lattice directions a, b, and c. (b) Low
magnification transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the
exfoliated BP flake. (c) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of BP
showing the (0 2 1) planes counted to 13 layers. (d) HRTEM image
of the edge of BP flake. Inset shows high-magnification band-pass
filtered image of the BP lattice. (e) Selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern acquired on few-layered BP flake. (f) Electron energy
loss spectrum (EELS) showing the L2,3 edge and the L1 edge of BP at

Figure 1. continued

∼132 eV and ∼189 eV, respectively. (g) Raman spectrum of
exfoliated BP flake shows the Ag

1, B2g, Ag
2, and Si peaks at ∼363 cm−1,

∼439 cm−1, ∼466 cm−1, and ∼520 cm−1, respectively.
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Characterization of Mechanically Exfoliated Few-
Layered BP. Few-layered BP was obtained via mechanical
exfoliation of bulk BP crystals using the scotch tape method.139

Immediately after exfoliation, the few-layered BP was pressed
onto substrates, i.e., TEM grids (Cu grids with holey carbon)
or 300 nm SiO2/Si wafers, and loaded into the characterization
instrument chamber. The exfoliated few-layered BP flakes are
easily visible under low magnification TEM imaging (Figure
1b). A side view TEM image of the exfoliated BP flake (Figure
1c) reveals a layered structure consistent with that of a 2D
material. The flake thickness, measured to be ∼9 nm,
corresponds to 13 layers which is in good agreement with
the theoretical distance of 0.336 nm between the 26 observed
(0 2 1) planes of the BP lattice (a = 0.3314 nm, b = 1.048 nm,
c = 0.4376 nm, space group Cmca).56,57 Further, an
orthorhombic in-plane lattice pattern was also readily observed
under higher magnification (Figure 1d). We emphasize that
few-layered BP is stable under 80 kV e-beam exposure during
atomic resolution TEM imaging (inset Figure 1d). Diffraction
patterns acquired on the few-layered BP flake show bright
spots (Figure 1d) with measured spacings of ∼0.185 nm, ∼
0.286 nm, and ∼0.223 nm representing the (2 0 0), (2 0 2),
and (0 0 2) planes, respectively.56,57 Further, the ∼90° angle
between diffraction spots of the (2 0 0) and (0 0 2) planes, and
the ∼39° angle between the diffraction spots of (2 0 2) and (2
0 0) planes, are also in agreement with the orthorhombic
structure of BP.56,57 To confirm the chemical composition of
observed crystal structure, electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) was performed. The EELS spectra show characteristic
signatures of phosphorus with the L2,3 and L1 edges at ∼132
eV and ∼189 eV, respectively (Figure 1f). Finally, Raman
spectroscopy was performed on another exfoliated few-layered
BP flake from the same bulk BP crystal (Figure 1g). The
Raman spectra show peaks at ∼363 cm−1, ∼ 439 cm−1, and
∼466 cm−1 which correspond to the Ag

1, B2g, (both out-of-
plane) and Ag

2 (in-plane) vibration modes of the BP lattice,
respectively.58 On the basis of the characterization using TEM,
EELS, and Raman spectroscopy, we conclude that the
exfoliated flake is indeed few-layered BP and proceeds to
probe its interaction with ambient air and pure oxygen.
2.2. Ex Situ Observations during Ambient Air

Exposure of Few-Layered BP. To assess the change in
BP’s crystalline quality upon exposure to ambient air in the

dark, a series of time-resolved Raman spectra were acquired
during ambient laboratory atmosphere exposure (∼25 °C) for
a freshly exfoliated BP flake on 300 nm SiO2/Si wafer (Figure
2a). While the intensity of the Si peak remains constant, the
characteristic Raman peaks of BP, i.e., Ag

1, Ag
2, and B2g show a

decrease in intensity with increasing exposure time (Figure 2a),
in good agreement with observation by Castellanos-Gomez et
al.,7 Favron et al.,39 and Abellań et al.26 The observed time-
dependent decay of the Raman peaks of BP, as compared to
the relatively constant Si peak of the underlying substrate
(Figure 2b), indicates that amorphous phosphorus oxide,
potentially being formed with increasing exposure time, does
not contribute to BP phonon vibrations. Since the penetration
depth of Raman laser is on the order of a few microns,59 a
growing oxide layer on the surface effectively reduces the
amount of crystalline BP being probed, resulting in a decrease
in intensity for the BP peaks in comparison to the Si
peak.7,26,39

Similarly, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure-
ments were performed on freshly exfoliated BP flakes (Figures
2c, S7, and S8). For XPS, BP flakes were exfoliated on to ∼100
nm Au deposited on 300 nm SiO2/Si wafer substrates and
immediately loaded into the XPS vacuum chamber. After
collecting the initial XPS spectra, the sample was removed
from vacuum and exposed to the ambient laboratory
atmosphere for a predetermined amount of time before
being returned to the vacuum chamber to be probed by XPS
again. The time-resolved XPS spectra show a decrease in
intensity for the characteristic phosphorus 2p1/2 and 2p3/2
doublet peaks from 0 to 40 min, but the XP spectra at 80 min
showed an increase in intensity compared to 40 min but was
lower than the intensity at 0 and 10 min. However, the
calculated ratios of the atomic composition of P/O and C/O
show a steady decline with increasing ambient exposure time
(Figure S8). Here, we note that spatial variation from moving
the BP sample in and out of the vacuum chamber and
refocusing on the exact same spot on the flake with a stage
navigation resolution of ∼20 μm could contribute toward
some of the observed variability in the XPS peak intensity. The
shape of the phosphorus 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 doublet peaks did not
change, and we did not observe clear evidence of P−O
bonding signatures for up to 80 min of ambient air exposure.
Luo et al.30 and Edmonds et al.31 also reported similar
observations for the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 core levels and only

Figure 2. Ex situ observations during ambient air exposure of few-layered BP. (a) Decay in intensity of Raman peaks of few-layered BP with
increasing time of ambient air exposure. Intensity of the Si peak (substrate) remains constant. Inset shows optical image indicating the location of
Raman spectra acquisition on the BP flake. (b) Ratio of intensity of Raman peaks of BP normalized to the intensity of the Raman peak of Si. (c) X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of mechanically exfoliated few-layered BP flake repeatedly withdrawn from ultrahigh vacuum and exposed to
ambient air for varying amounts of time. Also see Figure S7 for individual XP spectra and Figure S8 for atomic ratio of P/O and C/O.
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detected the formation of P−O bonds (small peaks ∼134 eV)
in the XP spectra after oxygen and/or water exposure for
several hours or many days.30,31

2.3. In Situ Environmental Transmission Electron
Microscopy (ETEM) during Oxidation of Few-Layered
BP. While ex situ XPS and Raman spectra of BP can provide
insights into the changes in chemical and/or crystalline quality
during exposure to ambient air, they are unable to directly
observe structural and morphological changes in BP. In order
to ascertain the structural changes taking place in the BP
lattice, we performed in situ ETEM on exfoliated few-layered
BP ∼ 13 layers (Figure 1b,c) under varying partial pressure
(2.7 × 10−6 to 2.5 × 10−3 Torr) of oxygen exposure
(summarized in Table S5). Similar to our spectroscopic
studies, few-layered black phosphorus was obtained via

mechanical exfoliation, pressed onto a Cu grid with holey
carbon support and immediately loaded into the ETEM
chamber.
When the BP flake was initially examined under the 300 kV

acceleration voltage e-beam, it rapidly degraded in vacuum (1.8
× 10−7 Torr) via e-beam induced knock-on damage, a well-
known phenomenon in 2D materials.60−62 To prevent BP
degradation via e-beam knock-on damage, the accelerating
voltage of the e-beam was decreased to ∼80 kV. At 80 kV and
∼1.8 × 10−7 Torr base pressure, BP was found to be stable,
allowing atomic resolution imaging (Figure 1b−d) and only
began to degrade when pure O2 was introduced to the system
(Figures 3, 4, 5, and S1−S4). The use of a liquid nitrogen “cold
finger” to minimize water vapor in the ETEM and the low base
pressures ∼1.8 × 10−7 Torr suggests an extremely low

Figure 3. In situ ETEM observations of few-layered BP oxidation. (a) High resolution in situ ETEM images obtained using 80 kV electron
acceleration voltage during exposure to oxygen environments of (a) 2.7 μTorr, scale bar is 10 nm, (b) 2500 μTorr, scale bar is 5 nm, and (c) 2500
μTorr, scale bar is 5 nm. (d) Crystallographic directions set to radial coordinates. (e) Rate of etching observed in the crystallographic direction,
denoted by the angle from the [0 0 1] direction counterclockwise on the (0 1 0) plane, shown in (d). Crystallographic direction of etching is also
denoted on the top of the plot in (e). The purple diamond series corresponds to the lower lobe of the growing hole in (a), while the green diamond
series corresponds to the upper lobe. The orange circle series corresponds to (c). The yellow circle series corresponds to (b).
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concentration of H2O present. Assuming all of the base
pressure stems from water vapor, we compute upper bounds
for the ratio of H2O to introduced O2 and find that O2 is by far
the most prominent species present in our experiments (see
Table S5, the computed upper bound for water vapor is <
6.25% and more realistically < 1%). Finally, since the few-
layered BP flakes are indeed stable at the base pressure ∼1.8 ×
10−7 Torr, we proceed with considering that the effects of

residual H2O are minimal when compared to O2 introduced in
our experiments, in agreement with Huang et al.27 and Zhang
et al.28

We emphasize that at base pressure (<0.2 μTorr), the 80 kV
e-beam alone is unable to degrade the BP crystal lattice (Figure
1b−d). At 80 kV, the addition of as low as 2.5 μTorr of oxygen
was found to result in the oxidation of BP. However, the etch
rate was not significantly affected by oxygen partial pressure
(see 2.7 μTorr and 2500 μTorr in Figure 3e). These
observations indicate the presence of an energy barrier for
BP oxidation and are in alignment with previous literature that
have suggested both oxygen and an external energy source
(light, e-beam, or thermal energy) are necessary for BP
oxidation.11,17,26,27,35,41 In our case, the 80 kV e-beam in the
presence of oxygen could potentially provide the activation
energy or provide atomic oxygen radicals by cracking O2
molecules to result in structural degradation of BP by
oxidation.
Primarily, degradation occurred via holes that emerge in the

middle of the freshly cleaved BP flake and spread outward
(Figures 3a−c and S1−S4 and corresponding Videos V1, V2,
V3, and V4). The pre-existing flake edges did not significantly
etch (see Figure S2 and Video V2), while holes that originated
elsewhere on the flake grow in size resulting in BP degradation.
Our observations (Figure S2 and Video V2) correlate with
studies that have reported a pitted texture of bulk BP flakes
after oxidation via atmospheric exposure17,23,35,37,63 as well as
studies that suggested that the etching of BP starts at defects
and steps in the black phosphorus lattice, rather than at the
existing ends of a flake.41

The etch rate was also found to vary across different BP
crystallographic directions (Figure 3d,e). Figure 3e shows the
etch rate perpendicular to the edge of the growing holes shown
in Figure 3a−c (also see Figures S1−S4 and Videos V1, V2,
V3, and V4). The highest etch rates are typically observed on
the flake edges in the [0 0 1] direction. Prior in situ
experiments on the thermal degradation of BP revealed oblong
holes forming in suspended BP flakes.42,45,53,54 The long radius
is aligned with (0 0 1) edge terminations and the short radius
perpendicular to (1 0 0) edge terminations, suggesting etching
preferentiality between different edge terminations.42,45,53,54

Our high-resolution in situ TEM observations show similar
results where the etch rate in the [0 0 1] and [0 0 1]
crystallographic directions was up to 2-fold higher than the
etch rate in the [1 0 0] and [1 0 0] directions in some cases
(Figure 3e).
In addition to the variation in etch rates across different

crystal planes, the etch rate also changed significantly with the
beam dosage. When the beam dosage was between 1150 and
1600 e−/Å2/s, etch rates were below 4 Å/s for all
crystallographic directions regardless of the amount of oxygen
present, but significantly higher etch rates, up to 8 Å/s, were
observed within the same range of oxygen pressures when the
beam dosage was increased to 4600 e−/Å2/s (Figure 3e).
Additionally, the relative etch rates between various crystallo-
graphic orientations was found to be even more exaggerated in
comparison to lower beam dosages. The few-layered BP flake
in the region of high beam dosage was also observed to rapidly
degrade and curl up on itself under these conditions (Figure 4,
Video V4).
Our observations indicate that the etching rate of few-

layered BP depends on three factors: (i) oxygen presence in
the system, (ii) crystallographic direction, and (iii) beam

Figure 4. Effect of beam dosage in oxidation of few-layered BP.
HRTEM images of exfoliated few-layered BP under 290 μTorr oxygen
and 4575 e−/Å2/s e-beam (left) and 2500 μTorr oxygen and 1600 e−/
Å2/s (right). Images shown are four seconds apart beginning at the
top row. Scale bars are 5 nm. The higher beam dosage series (left)
shows much quicker and more dramatic degradation, whereas the
series that is at lower beam dosage, but even at higher oxygen pressure
(right) shows much slower oxidation.
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dosage, where beam dosage was found to have a highest impact
on the etch rate. Crystallographic direction was found to have a
significant impact on etching rate with around a 2-fold
difference in etching speed in different directions. Oxygen was
found to affect etching rate only in a binary sense. When the
partial pressure of oxygen was ≥ 2.7 μTorr, etching occurred,
but when oxygen was removed from the system, etching did
not occur under the 80 kV e-beam.
Two different types of amorphous species were observed as

the few-layered BP flake etched. First, an amorphous species or
some form of adsorbed contamination from ambient
conditions or tape residue is present on the edges of the BP
flake (Figure S3 and Video V3). This species is present when
the BP flake is not etching (Figure S3 and Video V3) and is
relatively stable while the crystal is getting etched in other
areas (Figure S2 and Video V2). While the composition of this
species is unknown, degradation on these edges is negligible
and thereby warrants future research to potentially elucidate a
passivating contaminant species.
The second amorphous species was observed on edges of

the BP lattice which are actively etching (Figures 4, 5, S1, and
S2 and Videos V1 and V2) and are assigned to be phosphorus
oxides. The edges of holes forming in the BP lattice transition
from crystalline to an amorphous species before subliming into
the ETEM environment. This amorphous species was observed
in all cases where an etch hole nucleated in the BP lattice, away
from the edges of the BP flake, and expanded outward. The
amorphous and the transitory nature of the species made EELS
nontrivial. However, we assign it to phosphorus oxide PxOy,
since both the e-beam (80 kV) and oxygen in the chamber are
concurrently required for the BP lattice to etch via the
formation of the amorphous species. Further, a correlation is
observed between the thickness of this amorphous species and
the oxygen partial pressure in the chamber (Figure 5a−e). The
thickness was measured in the perpendicular direction from

the edge of the crystalline BP lattice in six different locations
along each of the actively etching edges in the first, middle, and
last frame of each image series corresponding to each oxygen
partial pressure (Figure 5a−d). While in some cases there was
a slight increase in the width of the amorphous layer during the
observed etching, in general it was found that the width of the
amorphous layer was close to linearly proportional to the
logarithm of the oxygen partial pressure in the chamber. The
effects of oxygen pressure on the sublimation of the
amorphous species can be neglected due to the relatively low
pressures in the ETEM, wherein no boundary layer exists in
the free molecular regime. Therefore, the rate at which the
amorphous species sublimes should be independent of oxygen
pressure at these low-pressure conditions. Since we do observe
a dependence of the width of this amorphous species on
oxygen pressure, our observations suggest the formation of the
amorphous species is dependent on a chemical interaction with
oxygen in the ETEM environment, i.e., PxOy species. Further,
several XPS studies have observed the development of various
PxOy species during BP degradation via O2.

29−31,41,46,64 For
example, Edmonds et al.31 revealed through in situ, depth-
resolved synchrotron-based XPS that a subnanometer P2O5
layer developed on the surface of a freshly exfoliated BP crystal
upon exposure to ambient atmospheric conditions. Grasseschi
et al.29 further reported through synchrotron infrared nano-
spectroscopy (SINS) the development of spectra indicative of
lower order PxOy species on the BP surface a few minutes after
exfoliation and ambient atmospheric exposure.
We suggest that the equilibrium thickness of the amorphous

layer that is observed at each O2 pressure results from a
balance between the rate of formation of the PxOy species at
the BP surface and its sublimation. Here, the rate of formation
of the PxOy species is affected by the concentration of oxygen
that reaches the BP surface. With higher O2 pressures there is
(a) higher concentration of reactants and (b) higher mass

Figure 5. Dependence of amorphous PxOy layer width on oxygen pressure. HRTEM images of the amorphous PxOy layer under (a) 2.7 μTorr, (b)
29 μTorr, (c) 290 μTorr, and (d) 2500 μTorr oxygen. (e) Width of amorphous layer measured perpendicular from crystal edge plotted against
oxygen partial pressure at the beginning (blue), middle (red), and end (yellow) of each 8−20 s observation. The three measurements for each
observation were taken at the pressure indicated by the middle measurement but offset for easier visualization. Scale bars correspond to 2 nm.
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transport of oxygen via diffusion across the oxide layer and
more reactants reach the BP surface growing the PxOy layer
thicker. While the thickness of the observed amorphous PxOy

layer depended on the O2 partial pressure (in the range of 2.7−
2500 μTorr), the observed BP lattice etch rate did not
correlate. Rather, beam dosage and crystal orientations played
a relatively more significant role in the etching process above a
critical oxygen pressure (≥2.7 μTorr). We will discuss the
asymmetry of etching rates on different crystal edges in the
context of DFT calculations on crystal plane stabilities further
below.
We note that the e-beam interacts with (a) the O2 in the

system, (b) the BP lattice, and (c) the amorphous PxOy layer.
While increased beam dosage could potentially result in
increased cracking of O2 resulting in increased generation of
oxygen radicals to react with the BP lattice,65,66 our
observation that the formation of the oxide layer is not altered
by the e-beam dosage suggest that beam-induced oxygen
splitting is unlikely to be dominant. Also previous work by
Grasseschi et al.29 suggested that BP oxidation upon ambient
exposure proceeds via chemisorption-based dissociation of O2
molecules. These carefully designed experiments minimized
the possibility of beam-induced splitting of O2 into atomic
oxygen radicals by using the infrared region which is not well

absorbed by O2 nor does it have sufficient energy to dissociate
the molecule.29,67 However, we acknowledge that the e-beam
could potentially create some oxygen radicals, and we will
proceed to explore, via DFT, the reaction of atomic and
molecular oxygen with the BP lattice.
The e-beam can also affect the reactivity of the BP lattice

and the amorphous PxOy species with the oxygen in the ETEM
through thermal excitation.60,68 Increased phonon populations
induced by the e-beam can result in increased local
temperatures and increased reaction rates for formation of
the PxOy layer as well as the sublimation. Further, the
measured thermal conductivity of few-layered BP varies69 from
∼15 to 90 W/mK and there also is a high anisotropy in
thermal conductivity (ratio of ∼2.5), which may have an
impact on the relative etching rates across different crystal
planes.69 For example, heat is better conducted in the [1 0 0]
direction as compared to the [0 0 1] direction and local
heating by the beam may be dissipated better in the [1 0 0]
direction than the [0 0 1] direction resulting in enhanced
etching along the hotter [0 0 1] direction.69 Further, the e-
beam can also potentially influence the PxOy species. The
amorphous nature of the species makes it inefficient at heat
transfer and therefore we can expect the e-beam to heat the

Figure 6. DFT calculations on edge stability and reaction with oxygen of BP crystal planes. (a) Optimized structure of pristine BP crystal planes.
(b) Optimized energies of pristine BP planes. (c) Optimized structure of BP crystal planes in [O] radical environment. (d) Optimized energies of
pristine BP planes in [O] radical environment. (e) Optimized structure of BP crystal planes in the O2 molecule environment. (f) Optimized
energies of pristine BP planes in the O2 molecular environment.
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oxide as well, if not to an even greater degree causing it to
sublime more easily and result in faster etching.
2.4. Elucidating the Role of Atomic and Molecular

Oxygen via Density Functional Theory (DFT). In order to
further understand the relation between oxygen and the origin
of the asymmetric degradation along different crystallographic
directions, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed to assess the stability of different pristine
phosphorene planes (Figures 6a,b) and phosphorene planes
in the presence of both atomic (Figure 6c,d) and molecular
(Figure 6e,f) oxygen environments. Initially, DFT analysis is
performed to assess the energy of the pristine phosphorene
crystal planes (Figure 6a,b). Next, atomic (Figure 6c,d) and/or
molecular (Figure 6e,f) oxygen is placed onto various BP
crystal planes (Figure 6c,d and Figure 6e,f) and DFT is
employed to study the optimized structures and the
corresponding system energies computed. DFT calculations
of the pristine BP lattice (Figure 6b) indicate the most negative
energies (−188.03 eV) for the (100) and (001) crystal planes
and less negative energies (−187.84 eV) on the (101) crystal
planes. Hence, if the degradation was purely limited by the
thermodynamic stability of the BP lattice, we would expect the
(100) and (001) planes to etch at a similar rate, but instead we
see the (100) etching slower than the (001) crystal planes.
DFT calculations for the optimized energy of molecular and

atomic oxygen on the different BP planes reveals distinct
differences in energies among the planes. Since the reaction
environment has high initial energy, we expect the reaction rate
to be driven by thermodynamic stability (lowest energy) of
final oxidized BP planes. DFT calculations for molecular
oxygen on the BP planes yield different energies in the [0 0 1]
and [1 0 0] crystal directions. We calculate optimized energies
(per P atom) of −202.180 eV and −202.218 eV on the (0 0 1)
and (0 0 1) planes, respectively, versus −202.187 eV and
−202.197 eV for the (1 0 0) and (1 0 0) planes, respectively.
When etching in the [0 0 1] or [0 0 1] crystallographic
directions, oxygen would react with alternating (0 0 1) and (0
0 1) planes, so the average optimized energy of those planes is
most indicative of system energy when etching in the [0 0 1]
or [0 0 1] crystallographic directions. Similar average energy
would be considered when etching in the [1 0 0] or [1 0 0]
directions. When etching normal to the (0 0 1) planes we
calculate an average O2 optimized energy of −202.199 eV
versus an average energy of −202.192 eV when etching normal
to the (1 0 0) planes. The more negative average energy on the
(0 0 1) planes suggests that an oxidative reaction on the BP
surface is more favorable when etching in this direction. In the
case that the etching proceeds via a reaction with atomic
oxygen, we would also see similar behavior as the average
energy of [O] on the (0 0 1) planes is more negative
(−195.182 eV) than on the (1 0 0) planes (−195.157 eV).
The energy difference among different planes for atomic
oxygen is more than that for molecular oxygen, hence we
suggest the etch rate could be driven by atomic oxygen over
molecular oxygen for high e-beam dose, where the e-beam
produces oxygen radicals. Our experimental observations of
faster etching on (0 0 1) planes as well as literature reports of
enhanced etching in aerated water with dissolved oxygen
radicals27,28,41 and dissociative chemisorption of molecular
oxygen on BP29 support these calculations, indicating that the
asymmetry in etching rate of different crystallographic
directions stems from differences in thermodynamic stability

of the final oxidized BP planes on the different BP crystal
planes.

3. CONCLUSION
In summary, we present detailed in situ atomic scale TEM
images during oxidation of few-layered BP. Our observations
show that under the 80 kV e-beam few-layered BP only begins
to etch and degrade in the presence of oxygen ≥ 2.7 × 10−6

Torr. We observe the presence of an amorphous PxOy layer on
actively etching edges with a thickness that correlates to the
oxygen partial pressure in the system. Despite different
thicknesses of the PxOy layer, etching rates did not appear to
depend on the partial pressure of oxygen. Rather, etching rates
were correlated to the e-beam dosage, which we suggest is
providing activation energy and oxygen radicals to propagate
the observed oxidative reaction. Finally, we observed
asymmetric etching behavior in different crystallographic
directions and present DFT calculations to support our
suggestion that the observed asymmetry stems from differences
in thermodynamic stability of the final oxidized BP planes on
the different BP crystal planes. We expect the fundamental
atomistic insights into the oxidation of BP from our work to
aid the development of effective strategies to passivate/
integrate BP into novel futuristic applications.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
To obtain few-layered BP, bulk black phosphorus crystals (Smart
Elements) were exfoliated by mechanical exfoliation. Here, a small
piece of the bulk black phosphorus crystal is placed on the sticky side
of scotch tape, and then another piece of tape is applied. The tape is
then repeatedly peeled and applied such that the bulk black
phosphorus is peeled down to nanoscale thinness. The exfoliated
flakes are then pressed onto the desired substrates TEM grids (Cu
grids with holey carbon) or 300 nm SiO2/Si for Raman and XPS
experiments.

The in situ environmental transmission electron microscopy
(ETEM) experiments were performed at Brookhaven National Lab
using the FEI Titan microscope operating at 80 kV electron
acceleration voltage, unless otherwise noted. Beam dosage varied
from ∼1150 e/A2/s to ∼4575 e/A2/s. Images were captured using a
Gatan K2 high speed camera system operating in low dose mode.
High purity oxygen (>99.999%) was flowed into the ETEM chamber
to achieve pressure from 2.7 to 2500 μTorr.

Analysis of ETEM images was performed using Gatan microscopy
software and ImageJ. Crystallographic orientation was determined by
examining the fast Fourier transform of the acquired images and
comparing lattice parameters to literature values.56,57

Raman spectra were measured on a Thermo Scientific DXR Raman
microscope with an excitation wavelength of 512 nm. Spectra were
collected periodically over time on a freshly exfoliated sample on 300
nm SiO2/Si wafer that was left in dark, laboratory atmospheric
conditions. After Raman measurements were collected, atomic force
microscopy was performed using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM on
the same exfoliated flake to assess flake thickness and morphology
(Figure S6).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed on another
freshly exfoliated flake. The sample was introduced into the
instrument immediately upon exfoliation and mounting. The sample
was positioned for analysis and its position on the sample holder was
programmed into the computer controlled stage. Spectra from the as-
received sample were collected, and the sample was removed from the
system and was left on the transfer fork in the introduction chamber.
The cap to the intro chamber was left off, and the nitrogen purge gas
was not flowing during sample exposure times. The sample was
exposed to atmosphere, and spectra were acquired after 10, 20, 40,
and 80 min of total exposure time. XPS analyses were performed
using an Ulvac-PHI Versaprobe 5000. Monochromatic Al Κα X-rays
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(1486 eV), a 20 μm diameter stationary X-ray spot (4.5 W, 15 kV),
and a takeoff angle of 45 deg off sample normal were used in each
acquisition. Pass energies of 187.7 and 23.5 eV were used for the
survey and high-resolution acquisitions, respectively. Charge neutral-
ization was accomplished using 1.1 eV electrons and 10 eV Ar+ ions.
Binding energies were calibrated to −CH2− type bonding in the
carbon 1s spectrum of 284.8 eV.
The computational analysis was done using QunatumATK

package.70 Phosphorene monolayer was taken and cleaved along
[100], [−100], [001], [00−1], [101], [−101], [−10−1] and [10−1]
directions to create different supercells of simulating modules with 64
phosphorus atoms. Approximately 15 Å of vacuum space was added in
both sides of the phosphorene plane in all the supercell modules for
density functional theory (DFT) computations to avoid adjacent layer
wave function interaction during computation. Oxygen molecule
(atom) was kept over different phosphorene layers, and correspond-
ing models were optimized with 0.01 eV/Å force tolerance and 0.001
eV/Å3 energy tolerance. Generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
functional was used in computation with 5 × 5 k point sampling along
with density mess cutoff of 125 hartree. Grimme D2 van der Waals
correction was considered in all the computations to capture van der
Waals interactions during the reaction.
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